and a girl—plus adopting another girl),
James retired from teaching and moved,
in the early 2000s, from Scarborough to
Pickering.

Dorsey James, Pickering sculptor of
myths and legend is his own kind of
local legend.
As a small child, Pickering sculptor,
Dorsey James recalls sitting on the front
steps of the family living quarters in
urban Philadelphia staring intently at
blades of grass gamely sprouting from
between the concrete sidewalk seams –
with tiny ants crawling along and around
the scene; and being completely captivated by it all. An older brother, finding
him there, yelled, “He’s being weird
again, mom!” But mom just let it go and,
in fact, truth be told, was an enhancer of
his dreamy focus by transfixing him and
his siblings with dramatically articulated
and acted out Biblical stories on a regular
basis – all of this contributing to his natural predisposition to creative fantasy.
And his reading of books of myths and
legends while in later schooling furthered that inclination.
Following high school graduation in the
later 1960s – and knowing he wanted
nothing more than to get out of the
crime-ridden neighbourhood where he
grew up – Dorsey enlisted in the US Air
Force, was put through basic training,
then given intensive training as a fighter/bomber mechanic. And after working
at several different homeland bases, he
was sent off to England and Europe
where he spent the rest of his 4-year stint
taking care of fighter aircraft. He recalls
creating and painting a symbol using Mr.
Magoo (the cartoon character with poor
eyesight) with the words ‘Voodoo
Magoo’ on the fuselage of his main care
jet whose pilot always seemed to miss
locating his target. And his first carvings
were small wooden jewellery wearables
that he created to relieve the boredom of
waiting while the aircraft were out on
patrol
After an honourable discharge in 1968 –
and having returned to his native Philly –
James realized he needed to find some

where else to continue his life and, fondly recalling a visit with friends to Trois
Rivieres, Quebec while in the early stages
of his military career, he abruptly decided to immigrate to Canada. He ended up
in Scarborough and quickly found
employment in his line of training – first
at aircraft manufacturer, De Havilland
then at rival Douglas Aircraft. Eventually
this work became unfulfilling, so Dorsey
enrolled at York University – first in the
basic arts program, but then, moving to
fine art in his second year. And all of his
natural artistic inclinations surfaced big
time as he threw himself into a wide variety of artistic expressions, especially
sculpture.
Upon graduation from his university
studies in 1976, James felt he should give
himself a chance of making a living in the
field of art – by teaching it. And after
training at York’s faculty of education he
landed a position as an art teacher with
the York Board of Education; and spent
an entire career at Markham District High
School teaching art and photography.
And with several marriages behind him
(and having fathered children: 2 boys

Now, very early on – even as a student –
Dorsey began having success with the
carvings that he was creating by being
included in professional shows and having numerous sales and commissions.
And this continued throughout his teaching years in which he accumulated a
plethora of awards and sales and honours. And he has demonstrated carving
and been asked to jury events on a regular basis. He works exclusively in wood –
some of it found, often quite gnarled.
And he is very well-known for his pole
sculptures with images of myths and legends carved into recycled cedar hydro
poles – many of them at various locales in
Durham Region. His motivations in his
own words: “My work over the years has
continued to draw on mythology, religious lore and legend from around the
world. Every piece focuses on a story –
each of the wood sculptures expressing,
through carved form, a myth or legend
with universal themes, a lesson and/or a
unique way of seeing or understanding.”
Connect with this Durham Region icon
at dusti@rogers.com
Allan O’Marra is a graduate of OCAD
University where he studied photography,
painting and communications and design. He
is an award-winning artist, art teacher, fine
arts columnist and art exhibition jurist.

Sculptor Dorsey James taking a well-earned rest in his Pickering home studio.
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